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 Ceremonial Tradition as Form and

 Theme in Sherman Alexie's The Lone

 Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven:

 A Performance-Based Approach to
 Native American Literature

 Kathleen L. Carroll

 Inclusion of The Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven in an under-
 graduate literature survey course provides an excellent opportunity to
 introduce students to forms and themes shaping modern Native Ameri-
 can literature. Sherman Alexie's text, a composite of loosely connected
 stories originating within the Spokane reservation and conversationally
 narrated by a myriad of modern native voices, begins at points of under-
 standing shared by narrator and reader: Native American stereotypes.
 Alexie's speakers, drawing from their inherited traditions of storytelling,
 appropriate informal, often base, language that "speaks" to students in
 their own jargon. The narrators adopt the point of view of the "white
 man's Indian" to tell their stories; their assumption of these personae
 exteriorizes readers' internalized notions, forcing them to confront their
 socialized attitudes. Students try to resist the discomfort they experience
 with this confrontation by arguing that the circular, open-ended plot
 structure and indeterminate point of view is confusing to follow, "makes
 no sense," "is poorly written," and "has no point to make."1 One pedagogi-
 cal approach to bring coherence to the students' reading experience is to
 teach the cinematic companion Smoke Signals, which was written by
 Alexie, alongside the text. Whereas reading the text perplexes students'
 internalized reading habits, the film's storyline satisfies their expectations
 because it follows the development of Victor's identity consciousness by
 conforming to linear, narrative structure. When using the film to expli-
 cate the text, one should use caution, however. Although the film offers
 students thematic coherence, it may distort their understanding of Native
 American writing because it appropriates a westernized approach to sto-
 rytelling. The film focuses on individual rather than tribal identity and
 subordinates the circular patterns of place and time that characterize the
 ceremonial legacies from which Alexie and other Native American writ-
 ers draw.2 Ceremony and performance are central to Native American
 cultures; therefore, a performance-based approach to clarify how Native
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 American writers seek to engage their readers in the process of unlearn-
 ing traditional stereotypes and re-imagining alternative forms of con-
 sciousness may offer students a more authentic way to approach Native
 American texts. A performance-based examination of Alexie's The Lone
 Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven suggests that engaging students in the
 art of Native American storytelling and using this experience as a means
 of analyzing how Native American writers draw from ceremonial tradi-
 tions to translate oral forms into written ones offers an alternative way to
 introduce students to Alexie as well as other modern Native American
 writers.

 In her recent study Toward a Native American Critical Theory, Elvia
 Pulitano argues that the incorporation of patterns from the oral tradition
 into written strategies is crucial to discussions of Native American texts.
 These patterns, which manifest within tribal ceremonies, not only "[chal-
 lenge] the rhetorical structure of western discourse" (75) but also seek to
 affirm the traditions that unite tribal communities and engage them in
 the ongoing process of identity formation. Native American writers invite
 their readers into the ongoing process of remaking a cultural identity;
 however, they ask them to discard traditional habits of reading and to
 become participants in the ceremony recreated on the written page. Ran-
 dall T. G. Hill, in "Methodological Approaches to Native American Narra-
 tive and the Role of Performance," argues that "[p]erformance inquiry rec-
 ognizes the ongoing remaking of culture and allows scholars to examine
 the synchronic moment of a performance and the diachronic moments of
 cultural rehearsal through which a past is recounted in order to shape a
 future" (112). The dialogic quality of the exchange between actors and
 audience to which Hill refers characterizes how Alexie incorporates the
 oral tradition into the written text The Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in
 Heaven. Overlaying stories about heroic Native Americans of the past
 (diachronic moments) onto stories where Native Americans are trapped
 within modern stereotypes (the synchronic moment) characterizes Alex-
 ie's written strategy. By drawing the past into the present, Alexie brings
 the subordinate and the dominant cultures into conversation with each

 other and subliminally critiques the ways that being inscribed within the
 Eurocentric stereotype of "the white man's Indian" have usurped Native
 Americans' efforts to re-imagine and recreate a modern identity that
 insures communal survival. Alexie experiments with form and theme to
 lead readers into the unlearning of these dominant definitions as he
 affirms the imaginative power of the oral traditions to refashion native
 culture.

 From 1949 to 1957, the popular TV show The Lone Ranger brought the
 fight for law and order in the West into American living rooms. In the
 weekly episodes, the Lone Ranger is the harbinger of law and justice in
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 the western territories, and Tonto is the Indian ally who aids his "kemo
 sabe" or trusted friend. The stoic, reserved, mute figure of Tonto embod-
 ies the Indian contained in the white man's narrative, a Euro-American
 stereotype that was adopted by early Native American writers and threat-
 ens to erase ethnic identity even today. In The Lone Ranger and Tonto Fist-
 fight in Heaven, Alexie combats this incorporation into American narra-
 tives. He brings the stories of the heroic Indians of the past and the
 culturally alienated Indians of the present into dialogue with each other,
 using tribal members as narrators (or storytellers), united by the experi-
 ence of negotiating cultural boundaries to create an identity within a
 world that refuses to situate Indians. In telling their stories, these story-
 tellers convey the sense of "double consciousness" that W. E. B. Du Bois
 describes as "always looking at one's self through the eyes of others, of
 measuring one's soul by the tape of a world that looks on in amused con-
 tempt and pity" (11). Identity creation for Native Americans, as Randall
 Hill, quoting William Bevis, notes, "is not a matter of finding 'one's self,'
 but of finding a 'self' that is transpersonal and includes a society, a past,
 and a place" (127). Tribal identity, the centrality of storytelling, and the
 cyclical structure of Alexie's narrative originate within traditions of cere-
 monies, where communities engage in remaking themselves. Alexie
 invites his readers to participate in the ceremony of the fistfight of Tonto
 and the Lone Ranger-a fight in which Tonto overturns the role of the
 white man's Indian and Indians reclaim their spiritual heritage and res-
 cue themselves from the white man's stereotypes.

 The reader first encounters the stage for this narrative ceremony with
 the illustration on the front cover of the text, where the reality of modern
 life is juxtaposed with the dream of reclaiming a spiritual legacy. Against
 a backdrop of sky and clouds, images of Tonto defeating the Lone Ranger
 in a fistfight suggest an overturning of the Tonto stereotype. The ethereal
 quality of the top half of the illustration is juxtaposed with the clearly
 depicted images of the bottom half: a basketball net and backboard with
 an Indian design, lightning and burning houses shaped like teepees, a
 lone truck leaving the fire scene on a vacant highway, and a flying
 salmon, resembling a released firecracker, in the foreground. Hill
 observes that Richard Bauman "contends that performances are 'keyed'
 by 'flames' and that they 'involve on the part of the performer the
 assumptions of responsibility to an audience for the way in which com-
 munication is accomplished, above and beyond its referential content"'
 (113). Orange and black colors, suggesting fire and smoke, extend from
 the bottom half of the illustration into the depiction of the blue heavens,
 where the image of Tonto defeating the Lone Ranger is presented. In
 Native American culture, fire symbolizes purification as well as individ-
 ual and communal rebirth. While the depiction of the reservation serves
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 as a stark reminder that native culture has been "burned" by the white
 man and that Indians continue to be contained by the white man's bor-
 ders, the images of fire and smoke reaching to blue heavens where Tonto
 is the aggressor resist the "bounded" definition of the white man's Indian.
 The fire on the cover, similar to fires used in ceremonies, cues the read-
 ers that the text will take them on a spiritual journey involving purifica-
 tion, exorcism, and re-creation.

 This illustration serves as a metaphor for Alexie's narrative form. At
 the onset of text, the reader encounters characters playing the roles of the
 white man's modern Indians: the lazy Indian lacking ambition, the
 drunk, the unemployed Indians waiting for their monthly allotments, the
 hunters, warriors, and dancers locked in the past. Each of these modern
 reservation characters is stuck in no man's land, where their past has
 nearly been eradicated by American colonialism, their present is charac-
 terized by oppression and racism, and the future is envisioned as a con-
 tinuation of the present. Yet as each Indian's character unfolds, Alexie
 overlays the image of the modern stereotype with a master plot that high-
 lights the vitality and spirituality of the pre-colonial past, affirming the
 Indians' need for community, their spiritual legacy, and their ability to
 survive. This hybridization of plots allows the reading audience to see the
 Indian dimensionally, as a synthesis of the past, present, and future.

 Storytelling is the means through which modern Indians integrate
 their individual and tribal identities. The Spokane storyteller Thomas
 Builds-a-Fire continually tells stories that come to him through his spiri-
 tual connection to tribal culture even though modern tribal members gen-
 erally ignore his stories. "Some people say he got dropped on his head
 when he was little. Some of the old people think he's magic," Victor tells
 Junior in the chapter "A Drug Called Tradition" (20). In this story, Victor
 and Junior include Thomas on an outing to Benjamin Lake to "do" a new
 type of "magic mushroom" that Victor has acquired. They have included
 Thomas on the condition that he promise not to tell any of his stories
 after taking the drug. While the drug provides a temporary escape from
 the reality of reservation life for Victor and Junior, it opens up a view of
 "a better world" for Thomas-a world where Victor is a warrior riding a
 horse across the plains, where Junior sees Thomas as a ghost dancer driv-
 ing all of the ships back to Europe, and Junior is a singer of native songs
 who has entertained United States President Mr. Edgar Crazy Horse (14-
 20). Under the spell of the magic mushroom, Victor and Junior partici-
 pate in a heroic past and a future in which the Indians have regained
 their power. Thomas then tells a story that reshapes the present and
 offers a positive vision of the future. He sees three boys who have "decid-
 ed to be real Indians tonight" (20). They have thrown away their alcohol
 and drugs, have built a fire, and are waiting for their visions to arrive.
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 When the visions come, these Indians "sing and dance and drum ...
 [and] steal horses" (21). To remind Victor and Thomas that their individ-
 ual identity is tied to tribal culture and that stories are the means of con-
 tinuously rewriting the past, the present, and of creating a future where
 tribal and individual Indian identity is no longer trapped within the white
 man's stereotypes, Thomas uses the image of skeletons.3 He says, "Your
 past is a skeleton walking one step behind you, and your future is a skele-
 ton walking one step in front of you. . . . Now, these skeletons are made
 of memories, dreams, and voices. And they can trap you in the in-
 between, between touching and becoming" (21-22). Thomas knows that
 the problem with modern Indians is that they are "trapped in the now" (22)
 and warns Junior and Victor "not to slow dance with [their] skeletons"
 (21), or not to become the white man's Indian. Despite the fact that his
 stories are widely ignored, Thomas "keeps walking in step with his skele-
 tons" (22), determinedly following his calling to be tribal shaman because
 he believes in the restorative power of storytelling. Although Victor and
 Junior do not comprehend Thomas's warning and ridicule his beliefs,
 they do feel guilty about the way they misunderstand and treat Thomas.
 They even miss his stories when he stops trying to tell them. The ensuing
 stories in the collection enact their quests to unlearn internalized stereo-
 types, because tribal and individual survival depends upon modern Indi-
 ans knowing who they are. Through the discomfort of watching Victor
 and Junior use drugs to seek temporary relief, readers confront their own
 internalized beliefs. These same beliefs have trapped Victor and Junior in
 "the now."

 The chapter "The Trial of Thomas Builds-the-Fire" parallels "A Drug
 Called Tradition" in that storytelling is also the catalyst that sparks the
 quest for tribal identity. While "A Drug Called Tradition" focuses on indi-
 vidual transformation, this chapter reminds the Spokane tribe that the
 story of the present and future is tied to re-imagining the past. Thomas is
 being detained in a BIA holding cell because his "storytelling fetish
 accompanied by an extreme need to tell the truth" is considered "danger-
 ous" (93). At his trial, Thomas defends himself by telling the jury stories
 of Native American resistance to white authorities. In one story he
 becomes a pony captured by Colonel Wright in 1858 that refused to be
 broken, to admit defeat, "and galloped into other histories" (98); in anoth-
 er story he becomes the Indian hero Qualchan, who is tricked into sub-
 mission and then hanged on the spot where the "City of Spokane is now
 building a golf course named after [him]" (98); and in the next story he
 becomes a warrior who killed two soldiers in Colonel Steptoe's army
 (100). During the telling of these stories, the Indians are moved to tears
 and then rage as riot breaks out in the courtroom; however, the white
 jury convicts Thomas for murdering those soldiers "in cold blood" in
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 1858 (102) and sends him to the penitentiary, or, as Alexie describes it,
 "he was transported away from this story into the next" (103). This
 episode illustrates, as Gordon Slethaug notes, the whites' inability to "tol-
 erate accounts of history that differ from their own preconceptions"
 (135). However, storytelling becomes the means through which the tribe
 remakes their cultural identity and all oppressed people win the wars
 against their white oppressors. On the bus ride to the penitentiary,
 Thomas responds to the six other prisoners' request to "tell [them] some
 stories," and he complies by telling a story of freedom to the five men
 who "shared his skin color" and the "white man who was going to deliver
 them into a new kind of reservation" (103). The physical borders of the
 new reservation will not contain these prisoners; as they listen to
 Thomas's stories they become a new warrior tribe, engaged in the
 unlearning of culturally defeating stereotypes. During ceremonies, the
 shaman's storytelling effects spiritual cleansing, transubstantiation, con-
 tinuous transformation, and tribal empowerment. Similarly, by overlaying
 the reality of Indian oppression with the imagined resistance to being
 contained in the white man's narrative, Alexie, drawing from ceremonial
 traditions, compels the reader to root for the oppressed to win this spiri-
 tual fight.

 Although Thomas's stories spiritually free his listeners from "the now,"
 he is not trying to return Indians to their pre-colonial past, as Jerome
 DeNuccio notes in "Slow Dancing with Skeletons: Sherman Alexie's The
 Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven (94). Alexie keeps his narrators
 located in the present, where heroes are made on the basketball courts,
 and the games celebrate heroic victories. In the chapter "The Only Traffic
 Signal on the Reservation Doesn't Flash Red Anymore," Victor and Adri-
 an discuss Julius Windmaker, who is "the latest in a long line of reserva-
 tion basketball heroes." Victor describes Julius as having "that gift, that
 grace, those fingers like a goddamn medicine man" (45) and, because he,
 too, used to have these skills, Victor can identify with the "feeling of
 immortality that drives a ballplayer" (46). Like a tribal shaman, Victor,
 the narrator, rhetorically mixes the past and the present. Warriors on the
 basketball court become tribal heroes: "their status grows over the years
 as the stories are told and retold" (48). Before the state finals champi-
 onship game, the Spokane team, while flipping through first-aid manuals,
 confronts sickening and disgusting photos of death and destruction,
 which calls the massacres of Indians to their minds. As a result of this

 reminder, the team loses "that feeling of immortality" as well as the
 championship game (47). The rhetorical mixing of language that imbues
 the present with a past for which whites harbor guilt reminds readers
 that modern Indian identity has been shaped by the history of white colo-
 nialism and that reminders of this oppression are ever-present within the
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 Indians' psyches. How Indians have come to think about themselves, as
 Victor's description of the championship game illustrates, is what traps
 them in the no man's land of the present, where even Indians collude in
 their own cultural destruction. Julius Windmaker, like Victor and the
 other basketball heroes preceding him, begins drinking and, consequent-
 ly, loses his basketball skills. He becomes another fallen hero-a worth-
 less, drunken hero. Victor laments that "Indians need heroes to help them
 learn how to survive," but "the small things" like the "white waitress who
 wouldn't take an order, Tonto, [and] the Washington Redskins" are the
 "things that hurt the most" and co-opt Indians' sense of sovereignty (49).
 Unlearning the Tonto definitions that have been oppressing Indians inter-
 nally is the theme of "This Is What It Means to Say Phoenix, Arizona,"
 the story depicted in the book cover's illustration.

 One day, Victor's father climbed on his motorcycle, waved good-bye
 and rode away from the family. Victor, suffering from guilt, anger, and
 loss of trust, spent many years waiting for his father's return. Although
 his father left behind one heroic story for Victor to tell about him-that
 heroic moment when he was the only Indian to have heard Jimi Hendrix
 play "The Star Spangled Banner" at Woodstock on Independence Day-
 Victor remembers the retelling of this story and the replaying of the Hen-
 drix tape "until the tape wore down" as a ceremonial ritual that for him is
 jaded by memories of his father's drunkenness, passing out, and aban-
 donment (26). Several years later, Victor, the former basketball hero, has
 become like his father, and the reservation stories in which he has
 starred, similar to his father's Jimi Hendrix story, have degenerated into
 "a bottle and a broken dream" (74). When Victor learns the news that his
 father has died in Phoenix, Arizona and that he must claim his father's
 ashes as well as a small inheritance, he needs to take Thomas to Phoenix
 with him to afford the trip. Thomas, trying to seize this trip as an oppor-
 tunity to use his stories to transform Victor's sense of worthlessness into
 a purpose, offers to finance the trip if Victor takes him along. Since the
 night at Benjamin Lake, Thomas and Victor have been estranged because
 Victor had mocked Thomas's belief in Indian magic; however, memories
 of earlier days when the two had bonded while attending an Indian
 Fourth of July fireworks display, and then when Victor, in a drunken
 rage, had beaten up Thomas for no reason-an action Victor feels guilty
 about-make Victor relent and allow Thomas to accompany him. The trip
 heals Victor and Thomas's relationship as well as Victor's broken memo-
 ry of his abandoning father. During the journey, Victor apologizes to
 Thomas for beating him up; Thomas's forgiveness takes the form of a
 story, in which Thomas tells Victor of the time his father found Thomas
 waiting for a vision at the Spokane Falls, took him to dinner, and drove
 him home to the reservation. Thomas tells Victor that he and Victor's
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 father formed a pact that day; Victor's father would agree not to tell the
 community where he found Thomas, and Thomas would promise "to
 watch out for Victor" because Victor "would need the help" (70). During
 the trip back, another story comes to Thomas: "We are all given one thing
 by which our lives are measured, one determination. Mine are the stories
 which can change or not change the world" (73). When the two return to
 the reservation, Victor and Thomas both know that the relationship that
 they have formed on the journey must end; Thomas will return to telling
 stories that nobody listens to, and Victor's friends would ridicule him too
 much if he were to treat Thomas differently. But Victor, wanting to give
 Thomas something to remember the sense of community the trip created,
 shares his father's ashes with him. Thomas, in return, gives Victor one
 last story:

 I'm going to Spokane Falls one last time and toss these ashes into the
 water. And your father will rise like a salmon, leap over the bridge, over
 me, and find his way home. It will be beautiful. His teeth will shine like
 silver, like a rainbow. He will rise, Victor, he will rise. (74)

 Victor admits that he had a similar notion for his half, but whereas
 Thomas imagines his father as a salmon, Victor envisions tossing his
 father's ashes as a housecleaning and "letting things go after they've
 stopped having any use" (75). Thomas's response, "Nothing stops, cousin,
 ... nothing stops" (75), offers Victor the ability to rescue the memory of
 his father from the trap of "broken dreams" and to imagine him flying
 like a salmon (74). Remaking the story of Victor's father into that of a
 spiritual caretaker, Thomas transforms Victor's world by inspiring his
 belief in his father's magical leap from the ashes of his life. Thomas's gift
 to Victor, the restoration of a sense of his father's love and a vision of his
 father's triumph over his earthly life, enables Victor to integrate his pres-
 ent and his past and sets him in the direction of becoming, or as Thomas
 describes it, of finding that "one determination" by which his life will be
 measured (73). Victor discovers that through the act of forgiving his
 father, he can reconnect to tribal traditions and that moment in life when
 he was "fancydancing in the same outfit his father wore as a child. The
 feathers were genetic; the fringe was passed down like the curve of his
 face" (87).4 For Victor, as well as the tribal community, dancing becomes
 the means of exorcising the painful memories of the past and refashion-
 ing an authentic identity, which offers hope for the future.

 Like Victor, Junior also finds his determination-ensuring that his half-
 white son learns to walk in step with his white and Indian skeletons-
 through dancing with Norma, who can dance both Indian and white.
 Having left the reservation to go to college, Junior has returned to the
 reservation to find his identity. In response to Norma's question, "What's
 it like out there?" Junior replies:
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 It's like a bad dream you never wake up from .... Sometimes I still feel
 like half of me is lost in the city, with its foot wedged into a steam grate
 or something. Stuck in one of those revolving doors, going round and
 round while all the white people are laughing. (207)

 Junior determines not to have his son experience this sense of living
 between two worlds and the ensuing humiliation. To find his determina-
 tion, Junior needs to integrate his two halves, and, similar to Victor, danc-
 ing becomes his means of spiritual survival. In the chapter "Somebody
 Kept Saying Powwow," Norma teaches Junior that "[Indians] don't just
 watch things happen. Watching automatically makes the watcher part of
 the happening" (200). By helping Junior integrate his urban and reserva-
 tion halves, Norma leads Junior into "the happening," the dance of life.
 Dancing, storytelling, drums, chants: these ceremonial rituals affirm the
 Indians' need for community, their spiritual legacy, and an empowering
 sense of who they are. These are the weapons modern Indian warriors
 need to overturn the white man's stereotypes, to integrate their identities,
 and to affirm their future survival; these are also the weapons that will
 convert passive readers into combative participants.

 Hill, in his study of the relationship between performance and
 approaches to Native American narrative, notes that ". . . ethnic critics
 read native novels in connection with place, past, and ritual behaviors"
 (126). Linking ritual with performance and by implication with ceremony,
 Hill cites Galen Buller's suggestion that there are five ways in which
 "American Indian literatures differ from 'non-Indian' literatures: a rever-

 ence for words, a sense of place, a sense of ritual (ceremony), an affirma-
 tion of the need for community, and a significantly different world view"
 ( 127). These provide a lens through which one can view the ceremony of
 The Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven. Traditionally, ceremonies
 are tied to consciousness-raising. Similarly, in this performance, the read-
 er becomes a participant in remaking the narrative of modern Indian life
 by imaginatively synthesizing the stories of the present with those of the
 past and future.

 In response to an interview question on the key motifs of The Lone
 Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven, Alexie states, "I'm rarely interested in
 traditional narrative. My beginnings are as a poet .... While there's cer-
 tainly a strong narrative drive in my poetry, it was always about the
 image, and about the connection, often, of very disparate, contradictory
 images" (West and West 39). At the conclusion of the text, nothing changes
 within the physical space of the Spokane community; the Indians still live
 on the reservation and suffer from the oppression of the BIA. However,
 having begun the quest to "walk in step with their skeletons" Victor and
 Junior have moved to a new, spiritual space and have taken the reader
 along with them. Through the dialogic exchange of the synchronic and
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 diachronic messages that shape the written text, Alexie engages his read-
 ers in piecing together these stories. He moves his readers from the posi-
 tion of reading (or watching) to becoming part of "the happening"-the
 ongoing retelling of stories and consequent recreation of identity. This
 technique, embedded in ceremonial rituals, evolves into a communal act
 of identity reformation that seeks to engage participants in the act of
 imagining alternative Tonto and Lone Ranger stories. Additionally, Alexie
 provides his readers with a guide for reading other Native American
 texts-a guide in which Tonto discovers his voice, retells the adventures
 of western conquest from his people's point of view, and remakes the
 reading audience into modern day warriors who are prepared to combat
 damaging stereotypes.

 Aurora University

 Notes

 1. These comments, gleaned from students' evaluations of course texts from three
 consecutive semesters, reflect the majority of students' responses to this text in
 introductory literature classes. Their responses have motivated me to develop
 pedagogical approaches that will help students understand the contributions of
 oral traditions to Native American literature. A performance-based, reader-
 response approach to Alexie's text is the result of this effort to provide students
 with a way to read modern Native American literature.

 2. In Dennis West and Joan M. West's "Sending Cinematic Smoke Signals: An
 Interview with Sherman Alexie," Alexie states that his inspiration for the script of
 Smoke Signals was the film Midnight Cowboy (2). Following a traditional narrative
 line familiar to the dominant culture suggests that control of the film was usurped
 by the need to address white audiences. When Alexie wrote, filmed, and pro-
 duced The Business of Fancydancing, he seems to have abandoned the need to con-
 form to traditional, linear plot lines. Ceremonial traditions--chants, dreams, skele-
 tons, and circular time-give shape to the film, in which Alexie explores what it
 means to be "two-spirited people."

 3. In his insightful and in-depth review "Slow Dancing with Skeletons: Sherman
 Alexie's The Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven," Jerome DeNuccio uses the
 metaphor of skeletons introduced in this chapter to examine how Alexie uses
 Thomas' stories to "synthesize the twin domains of private and tribal experience
 and reveal the boundary that Victor has imposed between them as a restriction,
 not constituent, of identity" (7). Like Elvia Pulitano and other Native American
 scholars that Pulitano explores in her recent study Toward a Native American Criti-
 cal Theory, DeNuccio finds the essays of Mikhail Bakhtin useful resources for
 analyzing the negotiation of self amidst the plurality of voices that create the
 Native American community (in Alexie's case, the Spokane community). DeNuc-
 cio's analysis of Alexie's text focuses on the negotiation of definitions that stipu-
 late who Indians are and the importance of storytelling to liberate the characters
 from definitions that keep them from moving forward. My analysis builds upon
 DeNuccio's discussion in that I, too, am interested in identity negotiation. My
 focus, however, is on the way that Alexie draws from ceremonial traditions to
 experiment with form and theme, with the goal of engaging the reader in the
 process of realizing alternative ways of imagining Indians.
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 4. The focus on fancydancing in this story provides a good opportunity to intro-
 duce the film The Business of Fancydancing, the film that Alexie wrote, filmed, and
 produced. Smoke Signals won two awards at the Sundance film Festival in Janu-
 ary, 1998; Miramax released the film in July, 1998, and it received a Christopher
 Award in 1999. Building upon this success, Alexie chose to produce The Business
 of Fancydancing independently in 2002. Independent filmmaking gave Alexie the
 artistic freedom to present his stories authentically. Alexie told the BBC News
 World Edition that he wanted this film "to replicate the complexity, the magic and
 loss of real life." The BBC News story reported that "[Alexie] chose to make the
 film independently because he was 'not interested' in making 'universally'
 appealing art" and quotes Alexie's explanation for turning toward independent
 filmmaking: "This way, I get to make exactly what I want all the time and the
 biggest advantage for me is that I own it" ("Film-maker").
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